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The Treasure of Lemon Brown (page 334)

Words to Know SkillBuilder

Words to Know
ajar commence impromptu probe tremor
beckon gnarled ominous tentatively vault

A. Decide which word from the list of Words to Know belongs in each numbered
blank. Then write the word on the blank to the right.

I didn’t get to school ‘til ten,
My teacher said, “You’re late again! (1)
If you can speak in your defense,
I would suggest that you !”
I said, with doubt, “I think I can.” (2)
So, , I began.
“You can’t blame me, it was not my choice,”
I said with a in my voice. (3)
“I took a shortcut and met some creatures
Like in scary double features!
They were for sure (4)
And made me feel quite insecure!
Their hair was long and badly snarled.
Their hands were rough, their fingers . (5)
Those same fingers, they did ,
So I ran. A mile, I reckon!
I ran so fast, and oh, so far, (6)
But couldn’t find one gate .
So then I did what made most sense:
I tried to across a fence. (7)
But then I fell and hit my head!
It’s just a wonder I’m not dead!”
“Stop,” my teacher said (to me more), (8)
“Don’t you know what an excuse is for?
It has to have one small restriction:
Your excuse cannot be fiction.” (9)
I said, “Whew! It’s hard to romp through
Any story that ,
One unplanned and unrehearsed. (10)
What really happened was much worse!”

B. Imagine that you are Lemon Brown. Describe an event in your life; that is, write a
paragraph or two from his point of view. You can describe an event from the story or
a made-up event. Use at least four of the Words to Know in your work.
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